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Motivation

more data becomes available from an increasing number of
sources;

(interdisciplinary) research tries to integrate more, and more
different types of data (satellite imagery, emission statistics,
air quality sensor data and model predictions, human
trajectories);

the distance between researchers and the persons who
understand the observation process increases

⇒ the risk of inappropriate or meaningless analysis increases
(How) can we design software such that it warns against this?
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What does meaningful mean?

> f = factor(c("yellow", "yellow", "red", "blue"))

> f

[1] yellow yellow red blue

Levels: blue red yellow

> f[1] < f[3]

[1] NA

Warning in Ops.factor(f[1], f[2]) : < not meaningful for factors

> mean(f)

[1] NA

Warning message:

In mean.default(f) : argument is not numeric or logical: returning NA

> x = factor(c("Small", "Large"), ordered = TRUE, levels = c("Small", "Large"))

> x

[1] Small Large

Levels: Small < Large

> x[1] < x[2]

[1] TRUE

factor variables represent categorical (nominal or ordinal) data; for
these, it is meaningless to compute means and variances.
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Sinton (1978)

Sinton said that we have location, theme, and time, and from
these we can fix one, control a second, and measure the third.1

we fix control measure example
time location theme land use map, satellite image
time theme location where are we (now)?
location time theme temperature time series, stock

market quotes
location theme time arrival times, earth quakes
theme location time phenology
theme time location tracer experiments, epidemic

But: Sinton’s theme does not distinguish discrete entities from
continuous phenomena.

1The inherent structure of information as a constraint to analysis: mapped
thematic data as a case study. In: Dutton G (ed.) Harvard Papers on
Geographic Information Systems, Vol. 6. Addison-Wesley, Reading MA
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Why reference systems?



Types of Reference System Domains.

Reference Do-
main

Type Description Example

Spatial Ds All possible locations
that are defined in a
spatial reference sys-
tem

([−90, 90] ×
[−180, 180]) ⊂ R2

defined in WGS84

Temporal Dt All possible times
defined in a tempo-
ral reference system

POSIX time (sec-
onds from 1970-01-
01 UTC) with Dt ⊂
Q

Quality Dq Set of all values that
a quality might take

[0, 106] ⊂ R with
unit ppm as de-
fined in Unified Code
for Units of Measure
(UCUM)

Discrete Entities Dd Set of discrete ob-
jects or events.

Set of coal power
plants in Germany in
2010



Spatial statistics data





Point Pattern Variables

Functional type Example
Dd ⇒ Ds Locations of longleaf pines in 4 ha of a

natural forest in Thomas County, Georgia
Dd ⇒ (Ds × Dq) Locations of longleaf pines in 4 ha of a

natural forest in Thomas County, Georgia
with diameters-at-breast-heights (DBH)

Dd ⇒ Dt Occurrence of earthquakes in an american
county

Dd ⇒ (Dt × Dq) Occurrence of earthquakes in an american
county with magnitudes

Dd ⇒ (Dt × Ds) Occurrence of earthquakes at particular
locations in space and time

Dd ⇒ (Dt × Ds × Dq) Occurrence of earthquakes at particular
locations in space and time with magni-
tudes



Geostatistical and Lattice Variables

Variable type Functional type Example
Geostatistical
Variable

(Ds × Dt)⇒ Dq PM10 concentrations
across Germany

Lattice Variable (rDs × Dt)⇒ Dq Number of inhabitants
per cantons of the Midi-
Pyrenees



Trajectory Variable Type in Spatial Statistics

Variable type Functional type Example
Trajectory (Dd × Dt)⇒ Ds paths of tracked an-

imals
Marked Trajec-
tory

(Dd × Dt)⇒ (Ds × Dq) paths of tracked an-
imals with measure-
ments of body tem-
perature



Spatial data bases: PostGIS view

user=# select * from co2 limit 3;

pk | plant_id | name | carbon_2007 | location

----+----------+--------------+-------------+--------------------

1 | 20075 | JANSCHWALDE | 27400000 | POINT(14.45305 51.83248)

2 | 14153 | FRIMMERSDORF | 24100000 | POINT(6.575827 51.0547)

3 | 31142 | NIEDERAUSSEM | 30400000 | POINT(6.668831 50.99228)

(3 rows)

user=# select * from pm10 limit 3;

pk | station | time | pm10 | location

----+---------+------------+------+-------------------------

1 | AT0ENK1 | 2005-06-01 | 14 | POINT(13.67111 48.39167)

2 | AT30202 | 2005-06-01 | 9.7 | POINT(15.91944 48.10611)

3 | AT4S108 | 2005-06-01 | 7.8 | POINT(14.57472 48.53111)

(3 rows)

user=# select * from geometry_columns;

f_table_name | f_geometry_column | dim | srid | type

--------------+-------------------+------+-------+------

pm10 | location | 2 | 4326 | POINT

co2 | location | 2 | 4326 | POINT



Choropleth: aggregate values per polygon



Coverage: “every” point is mapped





Particulate matter time series, averaged over station type





not one, but multiple (discrete) indexes form “primary key”

dimensions: space (2 or 3), time, spectral, ...

records may contain attributes of different types

built for Tb-Pb scale, scientific data

supports sparse arrays

When representing
> R = 6378.1

> C = 2 * pi * R * 1e6 # earth's circumference, in mm

> C / 2^64 # resolution, in mm, if earth covered

[1] 2.172458e-09



Summarizing

“points” may represent discrete entities, or measurements
taken on a continuous field

meaningfulness of interpolation or aggregation (sum) depends
on whether we have the one, or the other

polygons (or lines) attributes may represent aggregates over
varying values, or coverages (constant values)

sampling (downscaling) is only meaningful for coverages

GIS and (relational) data bases do not tell us one from the
other

function types, constructed from 4 reference system domains,
can do so

array data bases can meaningfully represent continuous
phenomena

“taming” them for spatiotemporal data, and integrating them
with other types of spatiotemporal data remains a challenge
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Hybrid types


